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CHARLES SINGER WILLIAMS

Amstel Morning
Rubbish thrown;
The day is as another
Short night shrinks;
Shivering bricks
wall mannered streets.
Lorries queue
Last restive sleep.
Sun canal-born plays
on tower bells;
Mint tunes its hymn.
Beside the bridge,
The day is as another.
Emptied stalls, bulbs rot;
Senescence textures
Stillness; time laps.
Canal is gray and pulls my day.
It waits for me to die.
In silent symmetry it swings,
In smells, stale sperm and death
It knows when I will die.
'I live quietly; the crooning, the cradle,
My lullaby is never sad.
1 love the mating sun.
Watch it, wait, wait here
today. Stand still with age,
and flick away the rain.
People, love, thunder are born in me.
Remember me, and wait.
Hymn-dribbled dirge, hang on.
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WM. R. VAN NEST

Leave-Taking
The pigeons flew from the loft,
To another barn and keep,
When I went out to say
I was leaving.
I would say:
"I am leaving barns and fields,
And stiff grasses growing,
When the flowers are cut for hay."
I would say:
"I am leaving the fences to rust,
And the fields to raise maples,
Without fear of the brush-piles."
The doors stand open,
The sparrows inherit the house;
For there are these deaths under the porch,
And only a weather-cock on the barn.
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TED WALCH

The Primitive Impulse in Theater
Primitivism v. Sophistication
All of drama is founded on a certain elemental impulse—the impulse to
emotionalize and to imitate. Drama is an integral part of man s intuitive and
instinctive apprehension of things, because any attempt to convey this appre
hension in meaningful terms involves the theatrical .But that which is the
atrical does not necessarily involve the idea of theater; indeed, the same im
pulse is present in both instances, but that which is theatrical suggests primi
tivism while the idea of a theater suggests sophistication. The former implies
that which is subjective, indiscriminate, and ephemeral; the latter that which
is objective, ordered, and lasting. It is with this distinction in mind that a
discussion of the primitive impulse in theater should begin.
The savage has given much to our modern temper; even though, there
has been a certain reluctance to acknowledge him ducly. Scholarly investiga
tion and, indeed, praise can be found in such works as Sir James Frazer s The
Golden Bough and Miss Jane Ellen Harrison's Ancient Art and Ritual. From
these studies and others, we learn that an incredible debt is owed the savage.
For the particular purposes of this paper, however, it is necessary to examine
not so much the contributions of primitive man as his psychology and
behavior.
Speech, for instance, was a limited and ineffective means of communica
tion among the primitives. Their lives were physically oriented and their
primary concern was existence. It seems only natural then that their character
istic mode of expression was bodily movement. When returning from the
hunt, for instance, the primitive would re-enact the situation for the women
and children. He wanted to communicate and because his experience had
been a physical one, he used his body to do so. Some scholars cite this type of
communication as an instance of the desire to imitate; but is it not more an
instance of emotion? The native was emotionally involved in his hunt,
whether it be good or bad and it was this emotion, rather than an objective
concern with imitation, that prompted his expression. This might all seem
elementary, but it is vitally important to any consideration of the rise of
drama, which found its roots in emotion.
The primitive man, moreover, not only re-enacted a hunt but also sought
a favorable venture by physically anticipating it in dance. Herein lies the germ
5

of the drama. This physical anticipation had no direct relation to fact, but
came
rather from the imagination.
It was a subjective concern with things
,
_
that found expression in terms not readily available, terms beyond the actual
fact of existence.
These early dances were known as rites or rituals, and, as such, they
ecame a part of the everyday life of the primitive. Various dances became
familiar expressions of various emotions. The primitive man would look for
ward to the time when he would repeat the same ritual, for in this ritual he
found a valid and meaningful outlet for his exceedingly strong emotional
concern with things. A better understanding of the rite can be realized by an
examination of the etymology of the Greek word for prayer, euche. Miss
Harrison describes it as follows:
The Greek, when he wanted help in trouble from the "Saviours," the Dioscuri,
carved a picture of them, and, if he was a sailor, added a ship. Underneath he
inscribed the word euche. It was n°t to begin with a "vow" paid, it was a
presentation of his strong inner desire, it was a sculptured prayer.1
Miss Harrison's notion, and I think a correct one, is that this same idea of the
sculptured prayer" underlies the rite. The rite is a partially practical "stereo
typed action"2 which anticipates something far more practical. In Greek it is
known as a dromenon or a "thing done."
earliest, physical forms of communication were, then, things done
within the community and expressed most often in imaginative terms. Exist
ence was a common and basic concern and its expression was manifested in a
group situation. Nature was the subject of this basic concern. The year, as
such, was an unknown concept to primitive man; but he was acutely aware
of seasonal changes. Constantly fearing that there would never be a release
rom the harshness of nature, the savage sought after rebirth, peculiar to
spring. He was never certain that spring would come and the ritual was a
direct expression of this uncertainty.
The rite then became very important to primitive existence. So imporwc encounter descriptions of adoption in which the act of
~ ,aCt'
childbirth was imitated in fullest detail before adoption was final, and, de
scriptions of a man, thought to be dead and for whom funeral rites had been
performed, haying to go through a complete imitation of his birth before he
was const ere as actually alive. Implicit in these descriptions is the idea that
in order to be real, something must be imitated. Certainly it is not far-fetched
Sa>7 at primitive reliance on the validity of the imaginative rite gave rise
to su ch homeopathic conceptions. But it must be remembered that the rite
I. Harrison, Jane Ellen, Ancient Art and Ritual, page 25.
2. Ibid., page 26.
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itself was not merely an imitation, rather a physical doing in an emotional
context—a projected emotion, an extended metaphor.
The idea of the rite as an extended metaphor seems to suggest much in
terms of the relation of dromenon, the "thing done, to the drama. Like
allegory, the extended metaphor realizes its meaning by increasing its suggestiveness. It is not a cleverly implied comparison but a familiar thing being
elucidated in extra-realistic terms. It is the same with the rite. In narrow terms,
the rite was an implied comparison between the immediate action and the
action being imitated; but it had broader significance. Gilbert Murray says,
The instinctive fundamental desire of the human group to ensure that it shall
survive and not die is a great thing in itself, and passes in almost all this
primeval literature into something more: a consciousness that man, though he
desperately needs bread, does not live by bread alone, but longs tor a new lite,
a new age with young gods, not stained by the deaths and impurities of the
past.3
The rite, therefore, had a latent potentiality for universal expression. The
immediate concern for survival became, in the performed rite, a future concern for rebirth. For this reason there arose, from the ritual, the myth. The
myth was an imaginative and broad projection of the stereotyped and limited
action of the ritual.
The function of the myth is to translate the real into terms of the ideal, the
punctual into terms of the durative and transcendental. That it does by pro
jecting the procedures of ritual to the plane of ideal situations, which they are
then taken to objectify and reproduce.4
The old question of which came first, then, ritual or myth, is not vital. It is
important to know only that while one tends to objectify, the other tends to
temporalize.
.
.
.
What was once then a simple re-enactment has found a complex religious
framework. The ritual no longer implies basic concerns of the moment but
universal concerns. That which was once practical in motive has become
inferred poetry and, as such, contains the essence of drama. For it is on y
when imitation has universal import that the idea of theater is present.
This sketchy outline, however, does not answer all the questions. In order
for the dromenon to be the true precursor of the drama, there must be some
element of sophistication present. There must be something ^,ch\sP^1Qg
practically, removes the rite from purely a primitive instinct. There is a tend
ency toward sophistication and it can be found in the reverent freshness with
3. Murray, Gilbert, "Introduction" to Thespis by Theodore H. Caster, page 11.
4. Gaster, Theodore H., Thespis, page 24.
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which the primitive approached his yearly rite. After many repetitions the
rite would inevitably become quite familiar to primitive man. It became a
religious exercise, firmly established in form and always acted out at the same
place, at a certain time of year, depending on purpose. The ancient would
faithfully make his journey and meticulously join in the group expression; in
so doing he would relieve his uncertainties in spite of the fact that he knew
precisely the form and manner of the ritual. It is much like the effect which
the utterly familiar General Confession has on modern Anglicans. The simple
act of doing something familiar relieves tension. There is a certain sophistica
tion here which comes from the security of the ritual. It becomes almost
pristine in its sameness and almost immortal in its latent, ever-recurring
appeal. Like the scene on Keats' urn, the ancient ritual found a permanence
of expression and meaning varying only with the different perceptual appli
cations of the worshipper. The Greek drama also enjoyed a similar regularity
of form and rhythm; it too was performed at a certain time in an established
place; and it too, as history has confirmed, has a universal permanence.
The line between primitivism and sophistication can be drawn by saying
that primitivism is concerned with basic needs and urges while sophistication
involves something, art, which is above the basic and instinctive. Nonetheless
the line is a fine one as has already been indicated.
It has been mentioned that seasonal patterns form the basis of ancient
mimetic ritual. The ancient intuited seasonal changes and this intuition was
manifested in the ritual. Not only was the basic concern with the natural but
the movements and rhythms of nature were a distinctive feature of the rite.
Death and renewal are the essential characteristics of this pattern, founded of
course on the winter-spring pattern. The more complete rhythmic cycle is
examined by Theodore Gaster in his Thespis. First in the seasonal pattern
comes "mortification" or the "suspended animation" of winter; second, "pur
gation whereby the community seeks to rid itself of all noxiousness"; thirdly,
invigoration" during which the community seeks "to galvanize its moribund
condition and to procure that new lease of life"; and fourthly, "jubilation
which bespeaks men's sense of relief." This description of the seasonal pattern
seems a sound one; and indeed are these not the rhythms of the existence of
man as well as of nature ? It would certainly seem so.
I have discussed so far the basic notions of imitation and natural intuition,
but there is still more necessary to make the discussion complete. There is a
primitive impulse in Greek theater; but what carried this impulse from
dromenon to drama? How, for instance, did the concept of acting emerge
from the primitive ritual?
\ he Dionysiac rites are the subject of much scholarly attention, and not
to mention them would seem a serious omission. In the Rites of Dionysus,
the emotional worshippers would work themselves into such a frenzy that
8

they would actually lose their personal selves and, through ecstasis, they would
become objectified in the eyes of their new extra-personalities. Certainly
ecstasis is the original moment of Thespis. The removal of self and the acqui
sition of uniquely new characteristics which are emotionally oriented is the
basic acting impetus. A telling analogy can be drawn from this instance of
ecstasis. If ecstasis is considered as the whole of primitive ritualistic impulse
and the first moment of Thespis as the whole of primitive theatrical impulse,
then the removal of subjectivity becomes that which distinguishes the
dromenon from the drama. The drama is like the dromenon in that it is a
thing done, but its lack of immediate and personal emotion lends it that artful
quality of sophistication. The drama becomes something unto itself, some
thing which is meaningful to the universal audience. The dromenon remains
a ritual peculiar to particular worshippers and meaningless to the universal
layman.
It is difficult to point to a specific link between these two rhythmic forms
but some conjectures can be made. The Greek chorus, for instance, was a
sophisticated version of the original body of worshippers and it is interesting
to note that in one stage of its evolution the worshippers required a leader to
co-ordinate the complexity of their ritual; the Greek chorus, of course, had
such a leader with somewhat similar functions. This seems, however, more
an evolutionary link rather than a specific one. It is worthy of mention only
as an exam pie of the many such outstanding similarities there are between
dromenon and drama. The most important consideration in this matter ol
when primitivism became sophistication is the important theatrical considera
tion; namely, when did the ritual become something seen in addition to some
thing done? If my earlier analogy holds true, some worshippers must be able
to remove themselves from the ritual to the extent of watching it only. They
must not physically participate just like the actor must attempt to remove his
personal self, put on his mask, and assume another personality. Our only
answer to this question of when the thing done was the thing seen lies in the
architecture of the Greek theater.
The early orchestra circle was not built for the purposes of theater but
for ritualistic worship. It was simply a place (a "threshing floor") for the
dancers to perform their mimetic actions. But the Dionysiac circle was built
near a hill and inevitably some of the less active cultists watched the ceremony.
Eventually, for the purposes of comfort, wooden then stone seats were built
to seat the spectators. This seating area was given the name, theatron or
theater. The orchestra circle was moved closer and much later the whole
structure was called a theater. It must be emphasized again and again, how
ever, that the theater was originally the place where the act of seeing rather
than the act of doing was taking place. This is basic yet often elusive. The
idea of a theater is present only when there is something seen and something
9

heard under formal circumstances. It is something other than a theater if
these acts are not present. Those stone slabs on the hillside in Athens are the
idea of theater.
And what of the primitive impulse ? It is in Greek tragedy and indeed in
all of drama. It is that basic drive to participate physically or emotionally in
common concerns. The actors still have this drive and the audience, in its
epathetic understanding of the play, certainly are driven by this impulse of
primitivism. The drama and the theater owe much to the primitives. Primitivism is concerned with things in their original moment. As Wallace
Stevens says,
The clouds preceded us.
There was a muddy centre before we breathed.
There was a myth before the myth began,
Venerable and articulate and complete.
From this the poem springs: that we live in a place
That is not our own and, much more, not ourselves
And hard it is in spite of blazoned days.5
5. Stevens, Wallace, "Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction."
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DAVID C. NEWCOMB

fhe Supreme Illusion
When man goes falling out of life,
Goes plunging through his silent shadow self, ah leaden skies!
Surrounding on the height from blind ascension,
The first days lived dazzle his eyes.
Then only, night goes nestling down the shores;
He sees, horizons reachless out of sight,
Swirling in flights are his wishes and dreamlandings,
In the reddening shades of a pregnant morning.
Sliding world, where none would wish to redescend,
Along the lonely paths, late and slow;
You sterile sun, who only longer is dust,
And you the speechless tears come gleaming.
To him who goes, anxious for dawnless sleep
Whose strength spites God,
Has flesh which will go out, and soul which disappears,
Filled with the visions that haunted his childhood.
All lost of the past at once rebounds:
The house on the hill and the tamarand-trees,
His dying not the death of those who loved
And who shift for all time upon the sea sands;
Under the giant lilacs drone the bees;
Here is the green hill, quiet the house;
The letchi grape and the scarlet mangoes,
And the blue bird in the tassled corn;
To the mounds of peaks, among the slender cane
Whose amber skins ooze the sap juice,
The sting and sky-flow of crimson grasshoppers,
Intoxicating themselves in the noonday light;
Cascades thrashing over rocks, darkened foam
Fantailing from the height;
Breezes capture the sugar mists, out of the cane mills,
And the swarming Hindus work;
Rich beans of coffee heaping from the floor;
In the massive mortars clatter pestles;
Grand-parents fanning, under cool veranda shade,
11

And the children laugh from the shadows of bamboo;
The mountain-form looms vasty upon the sky
When evening purple drapes it regally!
And the sweetly sad chant of winding hands
Descending from the slopes, to sleep.
The basin pools glisten, lustred in lava;
On the footways to enclosures,
Lowing cattle rumbling out of Tamatave,
Charging the air with sounds in the mummer of waves;
And down the coast lies, the foot of the dunes, Saint-Gilles,
Where flash the kingdoms of ceaseless coral;
Like teeming birds, dugouts skim and dip
Straining the stiff sail, spray glinting spume.
So; all sleeps, peace. The moon rides,
Shimmering pearl, stars clotted in sky depths;
The sea withdraws, the silence issues forth
And rocks the reflections of worlds in its folds.
Out of the thickets a thousand light aromas,
Where the gold flies prowl, glimmer and gone;
And the fires of huntsmen where the wildland rises
Sparkle in the splendid blue of the night.
And you are reborn, translucent phantbm,
Who have engendered him life;
And the flower is gathered, escaping the sun,
Fragrant but a day in the deepness of forest!
Ah, dear Vision, pouring emanation
From measureless shores of a long unsleep,
Like sadness out of past in dawn-glow,
From the lowest chamber of a pulseless heart!
No years have drawn your wings, undying grace,
For dreams preserve you:
He sees you once again; but sight is not touch.
Your smile on him enchants the magic world!
Yet when he steps to the muted mystery
Where death transforms,
Who will see your spirit so sublime,
Ah dear dream vision, the bliss of unrembered youth?
And you, blitheful suns of candid years,
You, stretching nights of infinite yawns,
Who will turn your glory to the sea?
That spirit you invoke, you adore, even in birth.
12

Ah! All, is it?, youth, love, happiness and thought,
Songs of the sea, and of the forest; breath of the sky,
Unfeeling Hope is swept by these,
Then what endures ?
Ah then it is! The final prize for time is dust,
Our lusts and tears, our struggles to remorse,
The Gods whom hope conceived, in this unblinking universe,
Are not worth the impassible peace of death.
A translation of Leconte de Lisle's L'Illusion Supreme
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W. H. WEBSTER

Jesting Pilate
What is Truth? said jesting Pilate, and would not stay for an answer.
Bacon's Essay "On Truth"
I have looked upon the land and seen
Shambling creatures with countless hands
Leading songless tribes of fertile fish
Into the sea, the sweat of the earth.
I have looked into the soul and seen
Solitary limbs wandering in a shade,
Seeking union in the blind night of death.
And many fires burn beneath the earth.
I have looked at man and seen
Uncreated Love draining the soul
As avenging Death drains life's fluids.
And the Great Fire rushes from the earth.
I have looked upward to the sky and seen
It sinks its long roots wearily into the earth
Bringing the warm scent of desire and unknown death.
The gentle flame expires and dark is the earth.
I have seen all these and more:
Tall trees and fish in the sea, scarlet silk
And white linen, the divided meadows of Aphrodite,
And this one thing I know, I do not!
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GEORGE IRVING AND CONRAD BLACK

The Sewer to Freedom
This storv is an adaptation from Over the Wall (Waugh Publishing Co., Faycttcv.llc N.Y.,
1962, 189 pp.. $3-50), a joint publishing venture undertaken by Ted Waugh, 63, and Joe Moore,
'64, under the pen names of George Irving and Conrad Black, respectively.
The book, inspired by a magazine synopsis of cscapesoverunderand^ughth^Be
ana
Wall, is a descriptive collection of incidents occurring at this grim barrier between the
West. Each story is a combination of fact and fiction designed to give some sense of immediacy.
As the authors say in their preface, "This is a book of action, of escape. On these pages <we have
tried to get behind the wall
We have tried to envision how the people of East Berlin
about their life under Communist rule and why they want to escape.
a
Regard ng this book, the Director of the Citizenship Program at a un.vers^hunselfa
Kcgarain^ mis 000 ,
^ ^
thcre <annot ^ too much written about the Wall
Hid0'. °it is particularly good to have things written in human terms rather than just m terms
of geo-politics."

William laughed to himself when he saw the sign tacked on the student
activities bulletin board at the Free University. It was Wolfgang's work, he
was sure of it. He ran his eyes over the crude lettering again:
Students interested in working on a volunteer job
to help Eastern friends now prevented from attend
ing classes should meet in room 319 at 4 p.m.
Yes, it was Wolfgang's work. Though unsigned, it clearly bore the mark
of Wolfgang, his restrained and yet somehow emotional desire to throw the
"foreigners," as he always called them, to throw them out of Berlin an
eventually out of Germany.
.
William knew Wolfgang well. They had grown up together ,n what was
now East Berlin, and had lived only a block from each other. Wolfgang had
been at William's house that day the soldier on the roof was shot and killed.
They had occupied with their families the same bomb shelter when Berlin
h of their families had cast their lot
was destroyed above them. And finally eac..
with the West when Berlin was divided.
It was to William that Wolfgang had aired his early breams of a new
Germany, a Germany for Germans. It was always William whom Wol gang
tried to talk into joining some organization. But William hated his polm
commitment; he hated Wolfgang's Germany.
k„n-r hnth
I, began with that soldier on the roof. When he was hi. by a bullecboth
young boys had expected to see him stretch out nobly and d'^or G"man^
Instead, he had writhed and screamed like a dying animah No oblc sent,
ments, only hideous screaming and pam-racked cries. Wolfg g,
g
shaken, still saw the soldier as the knight of Germany; William saw h.m
only as the unmasked face of political commitment.
15

William attended the meeting that night. The director of the university
was also there. Wolfgang met William at the door. William looked at his
short friend, he watched Wolfgang's sharp blue eyes dart up and down
William's own tall, brawny form. Wolfgang was clearly on the verge of
making a move important not only for Germany, but also for his own rising
political career; and he was himself aware of this.
"I'm glad you could come, William. I wanted you here. The headmaster's
here, you know. I hope ... I hope it works."
"I hope so, too." William would have liked a little more conviction in
his own voice.
"I'm glad." Wolfgang smiled and touched his friend's arm. "Excuse me,
I must start the meeting."
Wolfgang turned to the crowd. "Quiet down, please. Let's start the meet
ing now." He looked at the crowd of students before him. The room became
quiet. "As you know, a wall is being built between us and East Berlin. All
travel to West Berlin by East Germans has been halted. Last Saturday I was
with a group which formed what we call the Transport Bureau. It plans to
help those who wish to come over to do so. Only it needs help. That is why I
called this meeting. I want volunteers for the group."
"Just how can we help?" called out William in more of a taunt than
a sincere question.
"There are many means which we can devise to get our friends over the
wall. One way suggested at a meeting I attended was to get extra identification
cards here and cross over showing only one. We meet a student over there
and give him the extra card. Then both can cross back over to the West. The
more students who can go from here, the more who can come back."
"Just where do we get extra cards?" demanded William.
"The Transport Bureau will supply them." Wolfgang spoke somewhat
distractedly for he had noticed that the director was getting visibly restless
and eager to speak. He added, "Would you like to say something, Sir?"
"Yes, I would, Wolfgang." He stood up and faced the crowd.
"Wolfgang and students. Have no fear. I just want to say a few words for
the University. Of course, I don't know about this meeting officially. You are
a group of students interested in forming some new club. That's fine with me.
I don't want to know more about this club. I must tell you this: what you do,
you do on your own. The University cannot be involved in this thing. You
cannot expect aid from us. If you get in trouble with the East German or the
West German government, you do so at your own risk. You may not use our
facilities or equipment, but be sure to replace them in order when you finish
with them." A pedant's joke, thought William, though a good one.
"Good luck in your enterprise. I am just young enough to want to go
with you." There was a burst of applause. The director put his hand up to
16

stop the applause and added, "I know how fervently you believe in Germany,
Wolfgang, but I would like to ask one favor of you."
Wolfgang nodded his head.
"I would like to ask you to let go all the students present who don't want
to participate in this dangerous venture, let them leave now. I feel your inten
tions are good—don't misunderstand me—but I am afraid you may try to
coerce some of your comrades here into doing something they might not
really want to do."
William watched Wolfgang withdraw at these words. The director had
made what Wolfgang considered an unpardonable attack on his new Ger
many, so he felt it necessary for himself to remain calm, and thus nodded
assent. "Any who want to go should leave now."
William was quite tempted to get up and go out, but he wanted to hear
what Wolfgang would say. Many students did walk out, leaving twenty or
thirty behind them. Wolfgang would have considered this exodus a defeat if
he had not seen that William was one of those remaining. He walked over to
his old friend as the students left and said, "I am glad you stayed, William."
Then he turned to the other students.
"We have a hard core here of those interested in freeing our friends.
Perhaps you are not all convinced yet; but once under way, I think you will
join us with enthusiasm. And now, there is work to do. Tonight we must
begin."
There was a great amount of organization work to be completed, but
in such a project this work might never be finished, and there was reason to
wait for its completion. The border guards at checkpoint "Charlie" wondered
at the large number of young men crossing into the East during the next
several days. But nothing unusual happened, and they soon forgot about it in
the course of their daily work.
William took his turn at crossing the border with the others. He caught
himself feeling thrilled each time a fellow student got across through his
efforts.
It was always the same routine. He crossed the border at checkpoint
"Charlie," being careful to refrain from fingering the other card in his pocket
while he presented his own to the guards. Once inside he would go to a
special contact area previously arranged by Transport Bureau—the subway, a
deserted public rest room, a crowded store, anywhere he and1 his contact
would not be spotted together. Always the same signal: light a cigarette, take
two puffs, and then stamp it out.
William frequently gave the signal as he stood looking over some vege
tables in an open-air market-stand. A crowd of women pressed close to him as
they tried to buy the few items left before the stand closed for the night. A
young woman nudged him quite hard.
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"Have you got it?" she asked quietly while pretending to be intensely
interested only in the food.
"Here." He reached into his pocket and pulled out the card, slipping
it into her hand. He was not a professional espionage man, he was not clever
in the transfer of documents. It did not occur to him that the card could be
left somewhere wrapped in a newspaper to be picked up by the escapees after
he had left. For the present, such carelessness did not matter. The border
guards might remark the unusually large number of students returning to
the West, but they all had identification passes; the guards had no reason to
be suspicious.
After several successful weeks, William crossed back over the border
having made a contact and saw Wolfgang waiting for him. As soon as he
was through the check-point, he hurried over to Wolfgang. "What are you
doing here? You could ruin everything!"
If the guards saw one person around the check-point greeting those who
came through, they could easily become suspicious.
"There is nothing left to worry about. We can do no more in this man
ner. They have closed passage into East Berlin for West Berliners."
"Only to West Berliners?"
"That's right. I know what you are thinking, but the few who could be
saved by using West Germans and foreign students is not worth the risk of
getting through. The guards will obviously £>e more suspicious now, for they
discovered our plan."
William laughed. Who was this speaking? The great herald of the new
Germany? It seemed humorous that he had been stopped so soon.
"Stop. Stop." Wolfgang spoke nervously. "It's not how you think. I have
a new plan, far more efficient. I went to the Technical University and called
a meeting similar to the one I called here. One of the fellows stood up and
asked if we could get any help from city government. I said, maybe we
could, if the help were hidden. He said that as a boy, he had played several
times in the sewers. 'Here,' he said, 'here was a tunnel, or rather a series of
tunnels, already built between the cities.' Sewers! Do you see? The
sewers...."
"I don't see how the city government...."
"Maps! They have maps of the entire system. 1 want you to come to my
house tonight. This fellow who thought up the idea, Paul, I think is his name,
and Robert will be there."
"What's the idea? Are we going across through the sewers?" William
sounded skeptical.
"Yes. Yes, I am sure the plan will work! You are to lead the group."
William studied his friend carefully, running his eyes up and down the
short slight body before him. That was it all along. Wolfgang had been
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setting him up to do dirty work, to lead, to risk his life for laurels which
Wolfgang and his kind would reap the benefits of. A feeling of sickness
struck him; he had been somewhat ill all day. Wolfgang was a politician, he
didn't need the glory itself, only a small share which would come to him,
only enough to gain a job where he could carefully mold his new Germany.
He looked at Wolfgang's ratty little face. "I don't know...."
"Don't know what?"
".... I don't know if I want to risk myself."
"Not for me . . . not for you, but for Germany. For Germany! So that
one day our children may be proud possessors of a free land, a Germany which
we built out of the wreckage of war. .. ."
"... A new Germany...."
"William, I know you dislike the phrase, 'A New Germany.' I know
you don't like politics and political commitment, but someone has to do it....
William could see the dying animal on the roof, writhing and screaming
in his final agonies. He felt himself getting sick.
". . . Someone has to do it. . . ." Wolfgang was screaming at him. The
soldier, too, was screaming. Their cries combined in his ear as he bent over.
He fought back his nausea, however—not in front of Wolfgang.
The sewer system was a complex mecca that the Communists had not
been able to seal. Here was a ready means of escape lacking only a knowledge
of places to enter and exit safely. The technical students began studying maps
while the others waited to engage the program.
Wolfgang had to speak at the meeting that night. William remained at
his home sick. Everything had been against him: he had been sick, the new
plan irritated him, and the soldier, noticing two men lingering near check
point, had ordered them to move away.
"The government is cooperating with us.' Wolfgang spoke. Nothing
official, but so far they've done everything we asked. Tomorrow, you men
and William will go to the Technical University for instructions as to the
route."
"Maybe William will still be sick
"
"He will go to the university...
"Even if...
"Regardless. Sick or not, he goes. That I can guarantee. Wolfgang had
authority in his voice, but he was not positive that his friend would be there.
"I suggest you leave considerably before your scheduled arrival in case you
get lost and have to restart several times before finding the proper exit. You
will place markers along the way to follow back when you return. These
will be metal straps which can be hung from or wrapped around pipes or
other protrusions."
After the meeting, Paul and Robert went to their respective homes to
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wait until the time agreed upon for the next evening. Another West German
student was then showing his papers to cross into the imprisoned sector of
the city. His instructions were to establish a system for receiving communica
tion from the West. Two buildings stood near each other, separated only by
the wall and a few feet of open alley. On the West side the message would be
written in one of three foreign languages. The message would be shown on a
bed sheet at a window for one minute in half hour intervals, until a flash
from a light in the other building let it be known that the message had been
transmitted. On the East side, students, standing back from the window in
order not to be seen from the ground below, watched the other building with
binoculars. Each student read one or more foreign languages. They would
interpret the message for the other students and flash a light when they had
it. This system had been devised to keep unwanted eyes from seeing the
message long enough to read it. Interpreters, prepared beforehand, could
usually read it quickly enough so that only two showings would be necessary.
The three men arrived at six as dusk descended. Their starting point was
at a corner on Friedrich Strasse where a manhole cover lay in the cement.
Robert carried the metal straps and was responsible for placing them. Paul
had the map. It was one he had copied from the government files, as he was a
student from Technical University and could understand complicated engi
neering plans. William handled the crowbar for lifting covers. Each man
carried a flashlight. William glanced both- ways on the street nervously,
stamped out his cigarette and began to pry up his first cover.
"All right. All right. Crawl in," he snapped when it was off.
"How deep is it?" asked Robert.
"Not too deep," William guessed. "Hang by your hands. Get going."
Afraid of what he was dropping into, Robert hesitated as he hung by his
hands. When he let go there was a moment of silence and then a splash as
he hit some sludge in the bottom. Paul dropped next and finally William. As
he hung, he let go with only one hand and with the other he finished sliding
the cover back into place. Technically there was no reason to fear detection
from Western police; official channels had been cleared in order to keep the
men from being arrested, but if they were caught, it would mean a delay or
no escape at all the night. The government also had said the less it knew
and discovered, the better they would like it. Hence, some precaution had
been necessary.
William and Paul led the way with Robert pausing behind long enough
to place an occasional strap. Once the route was mapped out it could be
travelled by following straps.
William was unpleasant. He did not share the patriotic feelings of the
other men. In twenty-two years of existence there had never been another
person close to him. He controlled his temper and worked hard. But he was
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constantly demanding with anything in which he was involved, and he ex
pected the same perfection in others of which he was capable.
"Where is the first turn ? There seems to be one here. Is this it?" he asked.
"The map shows we turn at the first place on our right. I presume this
must be it," replied Paul.
"Well do more than presume! Is this it or not? You have the map. Read
it and be sure."
"Yes. This is it," replied Paul as he stared at the stern young man. Paul
less efficient and could not understand someone who was so cocky. When
he made a statement as he had, that was as much as he was willing to commit
himself; he did not appreciate another person telling him it would not be
enough. If a firmer statement were wanted, someone else had to assume the
responsibility of it, not Paul. He decided to wait until another time to set
William straight, however.
The right turn led them into a deeper tunnel. There was water about
two feet high and an unbearable stench. William stopped, his head reeling
with giddiness, and, for a moment thought his unsettled stomach would
react again.
Light from their flashlights barely penetrated the gloom of the sewer.
Pipes hung from the ceiling in groups of two and three, sometimes low
enough for heads to bump them. A thick scum clung to the walls and outside
of the pipes. It was quite unpleasant to Robert when he had to place a strap,
for this scum invariably rubbed off on his hands and dropped on his arms.
Forward and behind them where no light penetrated was as dark as if the
end of the world were only a step away. The current carried something to
ward the men. As it came into the light, it looked like more garbage, perhaps
a newspaper wrapped around some trash. Then William saw it and stepped
to the side, turning to let it pass unhindered. The other men did likewise as a
quiet terror of realization came over their faces. It could not have been alive
more than a few days and from its bloated condition, the child must have
been floating in the sewer for several more days. Some mother decided perhaps
that it was best to feed her other children, rather than divide the scant food
further and share it with a new brother or sister. The men were stunned and
thely paused; they were afraid but were not sure of what they feared.
"Let's move!" William commanded as he brought the trio back to the
reality of their mission. It was now seven-thirty. They progressed slowly, for
each step had to be a measured one, or the unsure man would find himsel
in the water.
"This is too far!" Paul panicked as he rechecked the map. "Our next turn
should have been already. It should have been only 100 yards beyond the last
and I have counted approximately 200."
M
"200! Why didn't you mention this before? Of course we passed it,
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reprimanded William.
"I counted that because I kept thinking it would appear just a little
further as I probably miscalculated the steps I had thought we'd gone." Paul
would not take any more of this rough treatment. "And if you do not like
the way I handle my job, you can take and read the map yourself!"
"Damn you!" William had been taken back by Paul's rebuttal and in
the shadows of the flashlights he showed so by his facial expression. Neither
man could see it though and his strong voice deceived again. "I understand
it's hard. But try more. Now let's go back."
"But, I do not recall any other entrance between here and the last one,"
remarked Robert. "Are you sure?"
"I am not sure of anything!" Paul was becoming nervous. Sweat began
to form on his forehead in the dampness. "I remember no other place either
or I would have taken it."
"Nor do I," added William, "but if you are sure we have gone too far,
we'll go back. This time you count the steps carefully and when we are where
it should be, you tell us."
"Of course," retorted Paul unpleasantly, and he turned back the other
way. While retracing their steps, they spotted their flashlights on the metal
straps to see how well they functioned. At first there would be an uncom
monly light spot where scum did not dull the reflection. Then they became
quite apparent as the men approached closer, serving their purpose even
better than expected. Time was running out.
"Here. This is where the turn should be," warned Paul as he stepped
aside to let the others come up to him. "But see, nothing is here. Do you
suppose the drawing is wrong?"
"That depends who made it." William glared at Paul.
"It wasn't I alone! So you can just get off my back if it's wrong!" Paul
felt blood rise to his head. "There were several of us who made it."
"All right, all right, you two," butted in Robert. "If our map is right
then the place has to be here. So spread out and search until it is found. And
don't get too far from each other. Light's distance is the limit."
By seven forty-five, less than a third of the route had been traversed.
They would never make it on time. If they made it at all now, would any
escapees be waiting? Or, if they were, would there also be police, attracted
by a group of waiting students? No other tunnel showed itself, however, and
the men were quite discouraged. They reunited and stood silently thinking
of possible mistakes.
"Wait a minute." Paul was looking at his map. "The entrance here on
the map has a fine line across it which I could not see before in this dark. That
means a door must be closing it off. We have to find a door, not an opening.
The tunnels are separated here because of different levels in them."
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"Okay. Okay. Go the same way you did before. But look for a crack in
the wall where a door might be." Enthusiasm came back into William's
voice. "Paul, you start on the right and work back. Robert you on the left. I
will go down a ways and work back on Paul's side. Make it snappy."
"You know this bossy stuff goes just so far and then—wham!" The blood
was still up in Paul.
William grabbed him by his collar. "You don't like it? Then you stay
home next time. I'm in charge here and you'll take orders, . . . my orders,
whether you like them or not. Now do we finish this job or go back? You
decide." He dropped him.
Paul did not answer. He was shorter but not weaker and he could have
made an even match for William. The thought passed from his mind. A cool
head told him to wait until another time. He straightened his shirt and turned
to look for a crack which would indicate a door.
"Here. Here it is," Paul called out a few minutes later. "The crack is
here." He began to scrape away at it as the others joined him.
"How do we open it? There is no knob."
"Must be some way. We'll clean the entire door off if necessary to find
it," William answered. He began scraping in the center. "There. This inden
tation must be gripped and pulled. Look out, I will try it."
The door did not move. It had been sealed shut by years of corrosion and
scum. The indentation was slippery and difficult to keep a hold on, and the
pressure of water flowing past it added to the stubbornness. The men scraped
more around the edges and then all three pulled on it. Finally, the door swung
open and they stepped through while the current sent water into a relatively
dry chamber, pressing the door open wide against the wall. Robert turned
and closed it with a clank. A tomb had been sealed. It was eight o'clock. A
third chamber proved to be even more dangerous and undesirable, foul water
swirling around them shoulder high. They barely noticed how cold the
water was; their work kept them too occupied.
"Don't make a wave, Paul," Robert joked. "You might drown me.
"Or someone else," he replied with implication.
The final chamber was like the first, dry except for a few inches on the
bottom. They counted covers overhead to end at the proper corner. A few
yards more and they had it. The cover was several feet over their heads.
"Oh fine. How do we get out?" asked Paul. "You're such a great leader,
why didn't you think of this before? Ha."
"Ill tell you why," replied William in a voice which told Paul he had lost
the battle already. "I didn't have a map to study with these details on it. You
were supposed to do that."
A few precious minutes passed as the men pondered the problem.
William tried poking the cover up with his crowbar but it was a short one
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and barely reached the cover, leaving no power for lifting.
"Boost me. I'll get on your shoulders, William," volunteered Robert.
"That is, if you don't mind."
"Up," he replied with a command as he turned his back to him.
Mounted, Robert easily pushed the cover off. He slid it to one side. It was
heavy and he was glad when most of it was on the street, the balance swinging
half of the weight off of him. One look around quickly showed him there
was no immediate danger.
"There's no one here. We must be at the wrong corner," he said with fear.
"Are you sure?" asked William.
"Well, I can see. There is no one."
"That's the point. You can't see in this dark and no one can see you. Get
out and look around. Put this cover back on before you leave."
Robert hefted himself out of the stinking hole and put the cover in place.
He stood up and began to move about cautiously. A small store on the corner
appeared to have people inside; he went to it. There were many students mill
ing around. This must be the group. He approached one of the men. As he
stepped inside, a young woman passed him and turned suddenly.
"Whew. You smell like a sewer. Take a bath, buddy!"
The other students heard her loud shrill voice and immediately realized
what it meant. She herself was the last one to know, but then it came on her
and she dropped her chin with a mixture of fear and self-reproach. Silence
fell over the room as heads slowly turned toward the smelly man. A student
approached him.
"Are you the one?"
"I am. Are you all there is?"
"There were more but we decided something had happened so most of
them left. You take this group tonight and I will tell the others to be here
tomorrow. You will be back?"
"Yes. Same same. It is a hard route and we could not make it sooner.
Now, let's go before we are caught."
"Wait. We don't want everyone to be on the street at once," warned the
man as he grabbed Robert's arm. "I'll send them out separately. Then no one
will suspect. Where do they go?"
"Right outside. There is a manhole. We will be at the bottom and they
are to drop in by hanging on to the side. Fast." Robert's soggy clothes made a
few students hesitate. They couldn't swim.
By nine, with William in front of the line, Paul in the middle and Robert
at the end, they headed towards the West. There were twenty-eight fleeing
that night. The trip across was slow and hard, some of the shorter ones having
to be carried through deep parts, but it was made without major incident.
William missed only a half dozen of the trips and his leadership and
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strong head in the face of crises during the exits earned him a reputation of
fame among the refugees. But one night Handel, who had been away oil
business, returned to his home near the manhole entrance. He was a loyal
Party member, hoping for promotion. As he walked down the street, he
noticed two young men climbing into a hole. Perhaps they were workmen
making a repair. Yet where was their equipment? Always suspicious, a habit
taught him by the Communists, he waited inside his door and watched. A
few minutes later he reached for his teleph one.
Below the ground, William was leading a group of forty men and women
along the course which had become quite familiar to him. He barely needed
to look for straps now, but as men working with him frequently changed,
they were quite useful. This night there had been several delays. One woman
fainted from the odor which was especially foul at this point. William had
had to go back and assist in reviving her and arrange for two men to support
her. When he did so, the entire line stopped. They were dependent upon him.
Another time, the carcass of a dog floated from behind. Robert, who seldom
crossed any more, shouted a warning. Although already saturated in filth,
neither man nor woman cared to have a decomposing animal brush against
him and the line backed against the wall to wait until it was past. A few
turned aside with their own retch. Consequently, when the ominous roar
was first heard, they were only in the third chamber, where the water was
waist deep. The people realized they were trapped in that dirty tunnel, an
avalanche of filth and water soon to pour over them. They started to stampede.
William realized the meaning of the roar. "Get the hell out of here!
Move," he screamed as he started pushing others past him. "Move!"
"What'11 we dor" cried Robert, who had just come up to William.
"Go with the others and get out of this chamber . . . I'll try opening a
door ... divert the water."
Running back, he reached the door, having closed it only moments before,
and found it difficult to open even after all its recent use. He heard a vast wall
of water before him. The advance wave nearly knocked him over. Water was
rising, swirling around his chest by the time he opened it. For a moment the
water started to enter the other chamber, almost sweeping him with it. Then
suddenly it stopped as water from the recently dry chamber met the other.
They had flooded the whole damn system!
"Hopeless ... swim ... get head above ... reach the river." William half
mumbled and half thought. "I'm a good swimmer .. . fight."
Separated from the others, William began to swim with the current,
water rushing faster and faster—the whole inside of the tunnel rushing, rush
ing him, all of them, closer to their end. The tomb was flooded; the casket
had leaked. A push to the top, a gasp of air—one last gasp, people struggling,
grabbing at him. How soon the end? Screams—who could scream with water
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so high—death calls drowned out by the roar. He could hold his breath no
longer; muck filled his mouth; a gasp for air—inhaled water. Panic, pain,
then death. The flood, storming underground, carried him, one more dead
carcass, out to the great river Spree, the great river running through, dividing,
the city of Berlin.
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WILLIAM E. McCULLOH

The Hero's Perfecting
"Du bist vollbracht, Nachtwache meines Daseins"
"Finished, O night watch of my life"
Achilles, in Either-Or

In all the variety, power, brilliance, and sheer plod of ancient epic, only
two poems, so far as I know, have at their center the education of a hero.
These two poems are the Iliad and the Aeneid. I am not talking about "char
acter-development" in whatever modern sense the term may have, but rather
about something analogous to the polishing of an astronaut, or the perfecting
of a martyr. The Temptation in the Wilderness is the archetype: namely,
that process whereby the elect, through ordeal, is confirmed in his election. It
is this process on which I want to spend most of my time.
I have chosen to discuss the Iliad for three reasons: First, I know it better
than the Aeneid and can therefore speak of it somewhat more usefully.
Second, only a minority of students encounter the Iliad in their courses here,
while the Aeneid at present is read by everyone. Yet the Iliad deserves to be
known just as much as the Aeneid. Third, the Iliad seems in one way more
apt, more satisfying to a veteran of the days since last Tuesday (Oct. 23, '62).
I refer to Homer's documentation of the disastrous quarrel which begins
the poem.
I might as well state here that I do not propose to deal with scholarly
matters of Homeric philology, archeology, and anthropology. My stand on
the Homeric Question will be merely implicit. And the bulk of what I will
say, has already been said by others, chiefly Cedric Whitman in his book
Homer and the Heroic Tradition. Dio of Prusa in his Thirty-Third Discourse
declares, "Homer praised almost everything—animals and plants, water and
earth, weapons and horses. He passed over nothing without somehow honour
ing and glorifying it. Even the one man whom he abused, Thersites, he called
a clear voiced speaker." Now the number of things about the Iliad itself
which one should praise is equally inexhaustible, and I cannot omit reference
to at least a few of them before settling into my topic.
One can praise the Iliad for its construction on both the plastic and the
dramatic level. As an illustration of its plastic order: the action of the last
book presents a nearly perfect mirror-reversed image of the first: peace be
tween enemies rather than quarrel between allies. The gracious return, for
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ransom, of a hero's corpse rather than the grudging restoration, with dam
ages, of an abducted concubine. And in its dramatic construction the Iliad
manages almost perfectly to fuse the story of one episode—the Wrath of
Achilles—with an indirect representation of the entire ten year war.
One can praise the Iliad for the supple fusion of artifice and nature in its
language (and in so doing, one praises not a single man, but the generations
of poets who put their hands to its evolution. Homer can say of the dead
brothers of Helen, "The life-giving earth already covered them over," and he
can say this without a sense of artificial paradox, since in his language the
earth is always "life-giving," even when it holds the dead.
One can praise the Iliad for the continual kaleidoscope of things directly
seen, as in those similes which are the patriarchs of their kind:
But even so they could not drive panic among the Achaians,
but held evenly as the scales which a careful widow
holds, taking it by the balance beam, and weighs her wool evenly
at either end, working to win a pitiful wage for her children .. .
(XII, 432 f*.)#
As along a great threshing floor from the broad blade
of a shovel the black-skinned beans and the chickpeas bounce high
under the whistling blast and the sweep of the winnowing fan,
so back from the corselet of glorious Menelaus the bitter
arrow rebounded far away .. . (XIII, 588 ff.)
As when a donkey, stubborn and hard to move, goes into a cornfield
in despite of boys, and many sticks have been broken upon him,
but he gets in and goes on eating the deep grain, and the children
beat him with sticks, but their strength is infantile, yet at last
by hard work they drive him out when he is glutted with eating;
[so the Trojans kept after Aias . . .] (XI, 556 ff.)
Or one can praise the Iliad for the adumbration of things not seen, but
sensed through things seen, as in the battle between fire and water in
Book XXI.
If I were analyst and poet enough, I could spend an evening showing
how the Iliad is to be praised on any one of these grounds. But the task at
hand is the tracing of a hero's perfecting. In taking it on, I shall set myself
against a standard view of the /liad, which in Gilbert Murray's version runs
as follows:
Many scholars would agree, with a pang, that the subject of the Wrath was
not quite in the first rank of nobleness. The Wrath against Hector after
Patroclus' death may be a great subject. But the Wrath with Agamemnon
•All translations from Homer in this paper are those of Richmond Lattimore.
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about a personal slight is not. The fact that in the loss of Briscis it is almost
entirely the personal slight, not the loss of a beloved being, that matters to
Achilles, puts all the emotion several degrees lower.
[And a bit later:] In the first place, as we noticed above, the subject is secondrate. . . . Achilles, again, is not a very sympathetic hero. His eloquence is
amazing, and we are ready to believe in his dauntless courage and prowess
and swiftness of foot. But, if it were not for his mere misery and repentance
at the end of the poem, I think that most readers would actually dislike him
for his crude pride and self-absorption, his cruelty and lack of love. Even his
love for Patroclus never impresses one as having unselfishness about it . . .
(The Rise of the Greel{ Epic, pp. 239-242)

So much for Achilles and his Wrath at the hands of a liberal humanist.
"The subject is second-rate." Let's look at it from the beginning.
It is the ninth year of the Achaian siege of Troy. The siege was of course
begun in order to recover Helen, the wife of the king of Sparta, Menelaus.
Helen had been willingly abducted across the state line by Paris, the son of
Priam, who is the aged king of Troy. The commanders in chief for the two
armies, however, are not Menelaus and Paris, but for the Achaians, Agamem
non, king of Mycenae, the leading Achaian state; and for the Trojans, Hector,
Priam's eldest son and the greatest warrior of Troy. The Achaian forces are
not so fortunately integrated: their greatest warrior is not Agamemnon, but
a young man from northern Greece, Achilles, and his supreme prowess is, as
' it should be, the essential cause of the action.
The Trojans have not been receiving the undivided attentions of the
Achaians. Numerous raids have been made on nearby principalities as well.
When the poem opens, Agamemnon on one of these raids has recently
won for himself Chryseis, the daughter of a priest of Apollo. The girl's father
comes with ransom, is tactlesly rebuffed by Agamemnon, and takes his case
directly to the god. Apollo hearkens, comes down from Olympus:
He came as night comes down, and knelt then
apart and opposite the ships and let go an arrow.
Terrible was the clash that rose from the bow of silver ...
The corpse fires burned everywhere and did not stop burning.
(I, 47 ff.)
After nine days of destruction, Achilles, by suggestion from a god, takes
it upon himself to call an assembly. Since he is a general of his own con
tingent, although not commander-in-chief, this action is not illegal. At most,
from Agamemnon's point of view, it might seem rather pushy.
Achilles suggests that a prophet or seer be consulted as to why Apollo is
niaking himself such a nuisance. It is not clear whether he does so in genuine
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or in studied ignorance of the true explanation.
Kalchas, the intelligence expert in such matters, says he will brief the
assembly on the true cause, but first begs diplomatic immunity, ' since I be
lieve I shall make a man angry who holds great kingship over the men of
Argos, and all the Achaeans obey him."
Achilles does not miss the clue, and guarantees safety to Kalchas "even
if you refer to Agamemnon"—and with this slanting spark, the quarrel is
kindled. For when Kalchas replies that only through the return of Agamem
non's war-prize, Chryseis, can the attacks of Apollo be stopped, Agamemnon
must insist on recompense for the loss of Chryseis. If it were only Apollo to
whom he is submitting, he might do so without jeopardy of his position. But
Achilles has given a nuance of personal challenge to the proceedings, so the
inevitable rapid escalation of face-saving provocations begins, as in most
disputes among powers where de facto sovereignty is not solidly established.
Now Achilles, when he hears Agamemnon insist on an immediate re
placement for Chryseis, as it were turns red at the collar. To understand here
the playful ease with which Homer is raising the temperature, to see the
perfect naturalness of this drift into intransigence, one must recall Achilles'
position: he is the best of the warriors, but—because Agamemnon is com
mander in chief of the allied forces—he is not also highest in honor. Now, in
addition, he sees that he, or one of his peers, will have to give up his own
woman to save the face of a man who, considered in himself, doesn't deserve
it. So he objects, and Agamemnon is forced thereby to retaliate by a direct
taunt:
Either the great-hearted Achaians shall give me a new prize
chosen according to my desire, to atone for the girl lost,
or else if they will not give me one I myself shall take her,
your oum prize, or that of Aias, or that of Odysseus....
and he whom I visit will be bitter. (I, 135 ff. Italics mine)
Achilles, rightly, takes this as an insult and fires out a declaration that
he is going home—under the circumstances, a remarkably mild thing to say.
Agamemnon is now threatened with the disintegration of the expedition
if Achilles can go off unharmed after challenging his position. So he must,
and does, declare that he will go to Achilles' tent and take away his concubine
Briseis.
One of the two men would now have been killed on the spot—probably
Agamemnon—if the United Nations (headquarters on Olympus) had not
sent out Athene as a buffer force. She appears to Achilles and stops him just
as he is drawing his sword, and promises that he will be recompensed three
fold hereafter for the wrong done to him now. So Achilles limits himself to
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reaffirming his withdrawal from the army, and says he will allow Briseis to be
taken—but he is careful to make it appear that he is yielding to the will of all
the Achaians in so doing, not Agamemnon. And the meeting is adjourned.
There are three notes I should like to make on this quarrel-scene, with
which the Iliad begins. First, although the Iliad is not a war-poem in the
sense that its central theme is war, it has presented here in the quarrel, and
elsewhere, a model for that mixture of selfishness, male pride, and selfrighteous indignation which often enough seems to provide the chief energy
of war. A theologian could, for his own purposes, take the quarrel-scene as a
paradigm of that fallen human nature which is the matrix of all strife. If the
quarrel is a second-rate subject, I submit that Genesis, Chapter 3, is in danger
of a similar depreciation, (cf. Yeats' "Vacillation"—The Heart. "What theme
had Homer but original sin?")
But when understood within the Homeric framework, the quarrel is an
encounter of great moment for quite a different reason from that which a
Reinhold Niebuhr might find in it, and this is my second point. For the
Homeric Greek, the quarrel is not energized by a series of petty, ignoble, or
sinful emotions, but by the intense and entirely praiseworthy concern of both
parties for their honor, and is set in motion by implicit disagreement as to
what it is that most merits honor. To use the approved terminology, we are
here dealing with a shame-culture rather than a guilt-culture; hence motives
that we officially deplore or refuse to recognize in ourselves, and which are
acknowledged only by fringe groups, such as teen-age gangs, or by the nation
as a whole when dealing with other nations—these motives are, for Homer
and his audience, entirely in order. In fact the quest for honor, primarily
gained in warfare, is at the center of one's moral life if one is a Homeric
hero. Says Werner Jaeger (Paideia, I, 7), "Homer and the aristocracy of his
time believed that the denial of honor due was the greatest of human
tragedies . . . [The thirst for honor] is itself a moral quality of individual
heroes." It follows that a fall from honor, which Achilles suffers in Book I, is
as catastrophic as a fall from grace would have been for St. Francis. So for a
proper response to the Iliad one must consider the meaning of the quarrel
on its own terms, rather than importing the biased verdicts of a more ad
vanced civilization.
Finally, I should like to indicate where I think one's sympathies should
lie in the quarrel. Many people are inclined to side with the official leader of
the expedition: for them Achilles' explosion when Agamemnon says he must
have a replacement for Chryseis is a regrettable failure of bipartisanship at a
time when all should be closing ranks behind the chief. Others will justify
Achilles here, claiming that Agamemnon started the trouble with his initial
refusal to give up Chryseis in return for ransom, and then, at the assembly,
allowed personal pride to interfere with responsible leadership. This view is
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lent some color by Agamemnon's later repentance and confession that his
wits must have been addled at the time of the quarrel. But in Homer this is a
standard way of accounting for any behavior which results in trouble, and
in this case, taking it seriously would mean that Agamemnon in his right
mind should have given way to Achilles in the heat of the quarrel, thereby
setting a precedent for further anarchy on the part of other high-strung
prima-donnas: Diomedes, Ajax, Idomeneus, and the rest.
The correct assesment of the quarrel, however, requires that we discard
any criterion of prudence for either man. The quarrel concerns honor—as
does the war—and the fact that it brought suffering is irrelevant to the merits
of the case. The real question is: Who is right about priorities in honor? Do
one s external rank and one's public responsibilities entitle one to outface a
superior warrior of no special political standing? I should claim, with Cedric
Whitman and others, that the answer for Homer is No, and that for Homer
all the disaster that follows from Achilles' withdrawal from the army is both
vindication and necessary habitat of his warlike supremacy, his arete, which
is by divine covenant a law unto itself.
The position thus stated is one taken, so far as I know, by only a minority
of Homeric critics (hence perhaps its hidden appeal to me). The great
majority on the basis of conventional Greek morality and a good deal of
Greek literature, including the Odyssey, take the poem to be a moral tract:
Achilles is essentially a spoiled adolescent; he goes to extremes in his selfwilledness, violates the Delphic maxim "Nothing in excess," and is therefore
in the end edifyingly chastened by the death of his dearest friend, Patroclus.
Once more sin has led to punishment—or rather, hybris to nemesis—so the
book is safe to put in the hands of the young.
But the tractarian view of the Iliad depends chiefly upon one later scene
in the poem, where—it is claimed—Achilles clearly puts himself in the wrong,
even though he may have been in the right before. This is the famous em
bassy scene in Book IX.
After Achilles withdrew from the war, he gained a promise from Zeus
that the Achaians would be driven back to their ships, and honor thereby
restored to him. Despite Zeus' promise, the Achaian fortunes do not imme
diately decline. But by the end of Book VIII, the Trojans have driven the
Greeks back to their camp (not all the way to the ships). Book IX in its first
half describes the council called by Agamemnon to see what is to be done.
In the council, Nestor advises conciliation of Achilles, and Agamemnon at
once agrees, confessing he was mad to have quarreled.
He proposes a staggering list of appeasements for Achilles: seven tripods,
ten talents of gold, twenty cauldrons, twelve horses, seven captive women,
Briseis untouched. And for the future, all the spoils of Troy Achilles can
cram into his ship, any daughter of Agamemnon he wants for a wife, with a
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dowry of seven castles. Three men are sent to make the appeal: Odysseus,
the cleverest man with words; Ajax, the best warrior after Achilles; and
Phoinix, the old and beloved tutor of Achilles.
The ambassadors find Achilles in his tent, singing—significantly—the
klea andron, the "renowns of men": the very thing he has been denied. He
receives the three men kindly and has Patroclus prepare a meal for them.
But he rejects their appeals flatly.
And here the moralists leap in. Achilles has made his protest and has
what he wanted, hasn't he? Furthermore, he has just been warned by Phoinix
about the dangers of stubbornness ("consider what happened to stubborn
Meleager"). So what can Achilles' refusal here be but plain foolish sinful
wilful pride?
To this I suggest three rejoinders: two sportive ones from analogy; one
serious one from the text. The first analogy is that of an imaginary melo
drama: Picture the seducer, brought to bay by the father's shotgun, meekly
offering his hand to the wronged maiden. She, with a proud sad smile re
jects his offer, ignores the father's outraged expostulations, and walks slowly
out into the dark toward the other side of the railroad tracks. This may be
ludicrous, but it is not sinful—at least by sentimental standards.
Second, an analogy from the most respectable prose one could desire:
Catherine Sloper's Olympian refusal of the abject Morris Townsend, her
quondam trifler, in Henry James' Washington Square. The grand refusal
here, I assume, is faultless.
Third, from the text itself: Phoinix had concluded his appeal to Achilles
thus:
Listen then; do not have such a thought in your mind; let not
the spirit within you turn you that way, dear friend. It would be worse
to defend the ships after they are burning. No, with gifts promised
go forth. The Achaians will honor you as they would an immortal.
But if without gifts you go into the fighting where men perish,
your honor will no longer be as great, though you drive back the battle.
Then in answer to him spoke Achilleus of the swift feet:
"Phoinix, my father, aged, illustrious, such honour is a thing
I need not. I think I am honoured already in Zeus s ordinance
which will hold me here beside my curved ships as long as life s wind
stays in my breast, as long as my knees have their spring beneath me.
7

(IX, 600 ff.)
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Here Achilles has crossed the* first of the three immense moral water
sheds he must face in the poem. The honor of men, and especially the expedient honor of calculating men, is now worthless to him. It is the honor
from Zeus to which he clings. In non-theological paraphrase, it is the convic33

tion of the intrinsic nature of his excellence, free from any external ratifica
tion by men, to which he now remains loyal. But to the mythological mind,
this intrinsic excellence must be shown by the full demonstration of the divine
favor; that is, by the total collapse and imminent destruction of the Greek
forces through the will of Zeus.
Agamemnon had said in the heat of the quarrel, "There are others
with me who will do me honor, and above all Zeus of the counsels." Now
this statement is to be shown false: it is the hero, whether king or
not, whether honored of men or not, whose supremacy is affirmed by the
god. The loss of men's gifts—even the loss of many Greek lives— is nothing
when put in the balance with this. And nowhere later in the poem is there
anything said which would suggest that Achilles was wrong to be so stub
born, so transcendent, in this embassy scene. Zeus, for example, never gives
the slightest indication that Achilles disappointed him by not coming round
for those seven tripods, seven slave women, etc.
Again the moralists will see their opening: "Ah, but what do you do
with the death of Patroclus? Isn't it clear that, if Achilles had rejoined the
fight in Book IX, Patroclus would not have had to go through that marvelously intricated process of reinvolvement with the Greeks, would not have
gone to their aid in Achilles' borrowed armor, and would not have been lost?
What could be a clearer sign of punishment for Achilles' stiff neck?"
What is to be made of the death of Patroclus? It would be an abomina
tion to paper it over with a wall-sampler. The death of Patroklos is trivial
ized and defiled by any moral cost-accounting. It is simply there, a shocking
and mysterious fact, like the homicidal madness sent upon Herakles in one
of Euripides' greatest plays. If every disaster in literature must be interpreted
as a punishment for sin, then Aristotle was wrong, poetry is not more philo
sophical than history. The truth here, I should say, is that the ways of Zeus
are past finding out, and Homer gives no clue to them. The only certainty is
that the death of his companion is the price Achilles pays for refusal to com
promise with his own excellence, an excellence confirmed and espoused by
Zeus. If one needs a moral, let it be that the pursuit of the highest goes by
way of a cross.
Since this Christian analogy may give offense in such a context, let me
rapidly indicate the distance between the Homeric via dolorosa and the
Christian: when Achilles has lost the world and gained his own soul, the one
duty laid upon him in the life remaining is not the work of charity, but of
slaughter.
Yet it is more than the death of others which Achilles now consciously
undertakes. He must himself be "absolute for death." When his mother, the
sea-nymph Thetis, comes to him at his cry of grief, and he tells her that he
is going out to kill Hector, she says, "Then I must lose you soon, my child.
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by what you are saying, since it is decreed your death must come soon after
Hector's." And he replies, "I must die soon, then, since I was not to stand by
my companion when he was killed." (XVIII, 95 ff.)
This is the second watershed for Achilles, the second rung on his scala
perjectionis. Patroclus had no premonition of his own doom. Hector will
acknowledge his only at the last moment. But Achilles has deliberately laid
himself open to death, and accepted the darkness. As he is the central fig ure
in the Iliad, so his tragic consciousness is also the most complete. To one of
his victims during the abounding carnage of his drive toward the walls of
Troy Achilles says:
Poor fool, no longer speak to me of ransom, nor argue it.
In the time before Patroclus came to the day of his destiny
then it was the way of my heart's choice to be sparing
of the Trojans, and many I took alive and disposed of them.
Now there is not one who can escape death, if the gods send
him against my hands in front of Ilion, not one
of all the Trojans and beyond others the children of Priam.
So, friend, you die also. Why all this clamor about it?
Patroclus also is dead, who was better by far than you are.
Do you not see what a man I am, how huge, how splendid
and born of a great father, and the mother who bore me immortal?
Yet even I have also my death and my strong destiny,
and there shall be a dawn or an afternoon or a noontime
when some man in the fighting will take the life from me also
either with a spearcast or an arrow flown from the bowstring.
(XXI, 99 ff.)
There are of course many people who regard these pages in the Iliad as
the nadir of Achilles' moral trajectory: nothing but insane brutality. To think
thus is to refuse to see the action as Homer has presented it: Achilles' return
to battle is accompanied by images of a terrible glory. To begin with, while
the rest of the Greek army is dining so as to fight on a full stomach, Achilles
refuses to eat, but is nourished by divine sustenance: ambrosia and nectar
softly infused by Athena. The armor forged by Hephaestus for Achilles is
of unequalled splendor, and the shield, through the famous description at the
end of Book XVIII, is made into an emblem of all human existence. When
Achilles raises it up to go into battle a book later,
from it the light glimmered far, as from the moon.
And as when from across water a light shines to mariners
from a blazing fire, when the fire is burning high in the mountains
in a desolate steading, as the mariners are carried unwilling
by storm winds over the fish-swarming sea, far away from their loved ones,
so the light from the fair elaborate shield of Achillcus shot into the high air.
(XIX, 374 ff.)
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When Achilles rages across the plain of Troy, the river of Troy itself,
Xanthos, swells over its banks to stop him, and Hephaestus comes blazing
down from Olympus and boils the water back in a wild supra-real conflagra
tion. Of course Achilles is a butcher, but butchery is the warrior's glory, and
Homer shows it thus.
The Iliad so far this evening has been looking a good deal like something
commissioned by the Third Reich, or at least by the late General Patton. And
I should by no means care to deny it. The poem does seem to me to glorify
courage, strength, pride, and "irrational" violence. Some works of ancient
Greece have probably contributed their share to the destructiveness of the
20th Century.
But the Iliad is capable of one further vision, to which I doubt that either
Hitler or Patton could have attained, and this vision can be seen most clearly
in the final stage of Achilles' education. Hector has been killed, Achilles has
held a splendid funeral for Patroclus, including those funeral games which,
according to Schiller, no man can read and say that he has lived in vain. Now,
in the final book of the poem, Priam sets out from Troy near nightfall, risk
ing his life to see if he can ransom his son's body from Achilles. When he
reaches Achilles in his tent, he makes his appeal, and Achilles of course
grants it, since he has been so instructed by the gods. Also, of course, he is
correct in his behavior to Priam—this is nothing but compliance with
Homeric code. But neither gods nor Homeric code require that a man be
capable of seeing the war through his enemy's eyes, of seeing his enemy's
sufferings as if they were his own. Achilles' first words to Priam are:
Surely you have had much evil to endure in your spirit.
How could you dare to come alone to the ships of the Achaians
and before my eyes, when I am one who have killed in such numbers
such brave sons of yours? The heart in you is iron. Come, then,
and sit down upon this chair, and you and I will even let
our sorrows lie still in the heart for all our grieving. (XXIV, 518 ff.)
He goes on to speak of the sorrows of his own father, ending,
and I give him no care
as he grows old, since far from the land of my fathers
I sit here in Troy, and bring nothing but sorrow to you and your children.
(XXIV, 540 ff.)
Then comes the line which Matthew Arnold chose as one of his touch
stones:
And you, old sir, we are told you prospered once ...
But now the Uranian gods brought us, an affliction upon you,
forever there is fighting about your city, and men killed.
(XXIV, 543 ff.)
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When the time comes to deliver up Hector's body, he orders his maids to
do the bathing and anointing where Priam might not see it. Why does he
do this?
Since otherwise Priam
might see his son and in the heart's sorrow not hold in his anger
at the sight, and the deep heart in Achilleus be shaken to anger.
(XXIV, 583 ff. Italics mine)
But the great wrath is ended, enemy and ally are all one, the world is
empty, and one second-rate task remains: to die.

"Men do mightily wrong themselves when they refuse to be present in
all ages and neglect to see the beauty of all kingdoms" said Thomas Traherne,
and C. S. Lewis quoted him for it.* The picture of the Iliad as I have tried
to restore it may strike some of you as a powerful exception to Traherne's
statement. "It is a positive service to humanity," someone might say, "to
suppress the portrait of Achilles as drawn by Homer, especially in these times
when there are too many who are ready to strike his pose and take the world
down with them in a sanctified holocaust. What we really need is a few
more pictures of Achilles as he is shown in Shakespeare's Troilus"
To this I should reply that one of the virtues of the Iliad, and of some
other pagan literature, such as the plays of Sophocles, consists precisely in
the fact that, rightly interpreted, they are vivid threats to the Christian, and
also to the liberal humanist imagination. If the imagination of the race has
developed in part through exclusion of alternative visions, and if one is
sanguine enough to suppose that one function of literature is the perennial
liberation of the imagination from whatever restraints it may currently be
subject to, there is no way out of the need to recur continually to powerful,
unedifying, and dangerous creations, of which I count the Iliad one.
*A Preface to Paradise Lost, p. 62.
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JOHN H. WILLETT

On Laughter
The madman sees his autumn moon awry,
He thinks it inadvertent in the sky
And strangely cackles at its destiny.
A dwarf upon a mantel, dressed in tulle
Within his lady's chamber plays the fool
And bears in silent shame the ridicule.
Upon a satin quilt Adonis lies
Listening to her satiated sighs
And snickers as she easily complies.
Somewhere no one laughs and never will
Until the madman, queen and lover thrill
To feel his heart their hearts with dread instill.
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